LIGHTNING TALKS
Tuesday, February 28, 2017 | 12:00–1:00 PM
Alumni Hall, Mosher Alumni House
(Speakers listed vertically in order of presentation)

DAN MONTELLO
Professor, Dept. of Geography &
Affiliated Professor, Psychological & Brain Sciences
“The Un-Spatial Talk”

THOMAS CRIMMEL
Undergraduate Student, Dept. of Geography
“Your Smartphone, Organize It”

ELIZABETH J. HAMBLETON
Graduate Student, Dept. of Music
“Acoustic Spatialization”

RUI ZHU
Ph.D. Student, STKO Lab,
Dept. of Geography
“ICChing and Geography”

PAUL WILSON
MapFrame / General Electric
“The Geography in Cancer”

JAMES CAESAR
Campus Emergency Manager
“UCSB Emergency Preparedness Programs”

DENNIS WHELAN
Associate Campus Architect,
Campus Planning & Design
“A Lovely Mess—
A Brief History of UCSB Campus Plans”

JOHN LOMAN
CAD Manager, Enterprise Technology Services/
Network & Communication Services
“UCSB Communications Network
Mapping and Documentation”

MARC MAYES
Nature Conservancy NatureNet Science Fellow
& Postdoctoral Scholar,
Princeton University Environmental Institute
& UCSB Earth Research Institute
“Mysteries of a Breathing Biosphere”

FRANK PENDLETON
Geographer,
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
“Offshore Wind Energy Planning”

WALDO TOBLER
Professor Emeritus, Dept. of Geography
“A New Companion for Mercator”

SKONA BRITTAINE
SB Family School
“Time for Space”

KARLY MARIE MILLER
Ph.D. Candidate, Interdepartmental
Graduate Program in Marine Science
“Using Space As a Proxy for Time
to Study Tourism and Fisheries”

DANIEL PHILLIPS
Ph.D. Student, Dept. of Geography
“Defining the Community of Interest
as a Cognitive Region”

WILLIAM F. YIM
Independent Aviation Consultant
“A Day in Ventura”

EDUARDO ROMERO
Marine Science Institute
“Drone Mapping”

To receive announcements about spatial@ucsb’s events, please email Kitty Currier (kcurrier@spatial.ucsb.edu).